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Tho papc^ r deals with the propagation of electromagnetic waves 
through a moving compressible plapma Starting from the funda­
mental equations, potential equations for such a case have been 
derived. TJie dispersion relation has also been derived ^
L I ntroditction
The problem of I’adiation through moving plasma has been studied W Lee & 
Papas (1965) and Tai (1965) but their formulation has been confined to tl\e plasma 
of homogeneous and isotropic type In this paper we havi*. considered the moving 
plasma as compressible but isotropic in nature and we J^ave derived potential 
equation for such a case The dispersion relation will also bo derived.
2 . W ave E quations
We consider the observation system K  and another system K' moving with 
constant veknuty Vq Tlien for K' system the Maxwell equation, hydrodynamic 
continuous equation and equation of motion are given by (Cohen) 1961)
... (la)
V ' x H ' =  (^oE')-ena>'+J', ... (16)
V '(/*»«') =  0 ... (lo)
V (eo£') =  P', ... (Id)
.n ,'^ '.o '+ ^ .n ' = 0 ... (2)
ng'm' -^v' =  —Wo'e£'—m'u'T*y'n' ... (3)
* This work was done by the author when he was at the Department of Eloctrioal 
Engg., Tohoku University, Sendai, Japan during December 1973.
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where Js and Pa denote the ourrent density of the source and the charge density 
respeotively, is the average electron density and n' indicates the small 
deviation from the average electron density, v' denotes electron particle velocity, 
m' and v' denote the mass and thermal velocity of electrons in K* system
From eqa. (1) to (3) electromagnetic wave can bo represented by eqs.
(6) and (6) using the fourth dimensional \rectoi potential {A \ given by eq 
(4), namely
where
... (4)
L ’A ' = - iio J » , . . .  (5b )
+  V  =  ( V i c ' -  ~  V )  ^  , . ..  (66)
... (6b )
. . .  (66)
Also, (Dp is the plasma frequency being given by
eM*/zVf!V = V 
V I \ e^ m I
traoisformation system; Ur is the thermal velocity in K* system and is in the 
K  system*
Electric field £  and the flux density B  in K  system obtained from Maxwell 
equations aio indicated by
.. (7)
similar to eq. (4) using the fourth dimensional vector potential. The vector 
potential A and A* ore related to eeush other by
where
0' =  Vo),
1
7 =
V l —
... (8o)
... (86)'
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Also Ja' and Ja can be repres^ented by the four dimensional vocioi potential and 
are related to each other by
J.' =  J , - r c ; o f t + ( y - i ) - / ^ “ »u. .. (9a)
f t '  =  y ( f t - * ^ " - ) - .. (96)
Substituting ieqs. (8) and (9) into oq. (5) and after roanangmg WO gel
Op'Lc'Lu'A — —/^ vPp s7^ o) , (10a)
Op'Lc'W<f> =  yVL<,'(P,7e„)-rA,' [0 '^(A«-w«J . ') +  ~  ('E l .\ e# )]• . (106)
whei‘0
Op =  aVi!+“ p“-
Now using the Lorentz tiansformation equation, differential operatoib\Lc', Lu 
Op* are written in terms of Lc, and Op as
^ ) ( ! + » .  v - : > .
Op = y^ ( |+ » « .v ) * + “ p“-
11a)
(116)
(11c)
Eqs. (11) have boon written by using
y' =  Y-r*'of+(y-i)Y' ~i Vo,
‘■ = y ( ‘- r p y
In eq. (10) the vector potential A and the scalar potential ^ satisfy the condi­
tions
I^ cA.1 — —/^ oJnt
OpLcA, =  ( f t -  )«o,
OpLuAo =  ( f t -  - = ^ ) » a
... (12a) 
... (126)
... (12c)
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OrL.4, = tV,< (p , -  U. ... (12d)
0.L4, -  - y - ( i + v , . r , ) ‘[ p .~ J A >  ) ... (12e)
... (12/)
... (13a)
0 =  01 + 02+^n- ... (135)
whoro
Eqs. (10) to (12) rcprosonl tho pltontial oqiiationp for wave propagating llirougli 
a moving isotiopic rompiossiblc plasma
3  D i s p e r s i o n  R e l a t i o n
From oq. (12) it can be seen that in a moving (’.ompressible plasma four 
dimensional vector potential lias two kinds of phase velocity components. So 
putting exp(joj^— y) for and exp (jco/—j^y.y) for Lv in oq. (12) we get
. . .  ( U a )
^  = 0 . ... (146)
Eq. (14a) represents the dispersion relation for the electromagnetic mode whereas 
eq. (146) represents the case for the plasma mode If the medium is not moving 
eq, (14) reduces to
—g(a>“—a>2?^) =  0,
which are in good agreement with those of Cohen (1961). Using the condition 
< <  oq. (146) can be written as
,..„2
(145')
where tho differential operator (116) is written as
ui I d \s
Eq. (14b') represents the case when the compressibility of the medium is poor.
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4. SU M H A BY
D. C. Agarwal
This paper has been oonoerned with the potential equations for the wave 
propagating through a moving oompressible isotropic plasma. The dispersion 
relation for the electromagnetic as well as for the plasma mode propagation have 
been derived. Some particular cases have also been discussed.
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